Fall Harvest Workshop

Lesson Plans

Workshop # 1
Session A:
Healthy Food Introduction

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Apples — Eck’s Orchard, South Williamsport, PA

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. What Healthy Means To Me

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language

5-10 min

2. Healthy Food & Sometimes Food

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Read- Eating the Alphabet:
Fruits and Vegetables from A to Z

Literacy, Cognitive

10-15 min

2. Play– Henry the Hungry Monster

Cognitive, Mathematics

20-30 min

Edible Experience Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Language, Social—Emotional

5 min

Activities

Apple Experience (2 Options)

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The Children begin to understand what eating for health means
Objective: The Children are introduced to the concept of healthy, everyday foods and unhealthy, sometimes
foods and different examples of each.

Discussion 1:
What Healthy Means to Me
•

Initiate a discussion with the class about what the word “Healthy” means to them

•

Ask the children to describe what they think a healthy person looks like

•

Define healthy for the class (in a way that captures that if your healthy your happy and feel strong, so you’re
able to play and learn all day long!) and unhealthy for the class (lack of energy, cranky, don’t feel well, your
body doesn’t grow as strong)

•

Optional: Show the children 3-5 pictures of both healthy and unhealthy people; Ask them to identify whether
they think the person looks healthy or unhealthy, ask why.

•

Explain to the children that if you want to be healthy and strong you need to take care of yourself by eating
healthy food and exercising everyday!
•

Suggestion: Act out forms of exercising with the kids

Discussion 2:
Healthy, Everyday Food vs. Sometimes Food
•

Ask the children to name examples of healthy/everyday food; list off several types before moving on

•

Explain to the class that we will be learning about different healthy food together called fruits and vegetables

•

•

Ask the class to say “fruits and vegetables!” out loud together

•

Ask the children to describe how they think they will feel if they eat healthy food, like fruits and veg.

Ask the children to name examples of unhealthy/sometimes food; list off several types
•

Ask the children to describe what they will feel like if they eat too much sometimes food

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Book
Materials: Eating the Alphabet: Fruits and Vegetables from A to Z by Lois Ehlert
Preparation:

After having the healthy food discussion, introduce the book.

Procedure:
•

Explain to the children that we’re going to read a book full of healthy fruits and vegetables!

•

Optional: Ask the children to repeat ABC’s with you as you go through the book; Ask the children to raise their
hand if they see food that they like and/or recognize.

Activity 2: Hungry Monster
Materials: Henry the Hungry Monster Display, 1 large container to hold food samples, 8 healthy food samples, 8
unhealthy food samples, 1 large plate for healthy food, 1 bin for unhealthy food
Preparation:
•

After discussing healthy food vs. sometimes food, introduce Henry the Hungry Monster.

•

Explain that Henry is a very friendly and hungry monster. He has been learning and playing all day and needs
to eat healthy food to stay happy and healthy.

•

Ask the children to raise their hands if they’d like to help feed Henry.

•

Optional: Ask children if they can name a type of healthy food we could feed Henry and sometimes food we
could feed Henry. Which is better? Why?

Procedure:
•

Instruct the children to close their eyes and pick one item from the food container for Henry

•

Optional: Ask the children to drum roll (on their legs) as each new person goes to grab a food item

•

Ask the child/class to identify the chosen item (by name, color, texture, etc.)

•

Ask the child/class to choose whether the food goes on Henry’s plate or in the sometimes food bin.

•

Repeat until each child has a had a chance to pick from the food container.

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Edible Experience:
Option 1: Apple Chips
Ingredients: Refer to Apple Chip recipe
Preparation:

Refer to Apple Chip recipe

Procedure:
•

After playing Henry the Hungry Monster, hand out of
pre-made apple chips

•

Explain to the class that apple chips are a healthy
snack!

•

Remind the students what farm they came from

•

Pass out apple chips to class

•

Ask the class to describe the taste, texture, smell etc.

Option 2: Different Colored Apples Taste Testing Activity

Ingredients:
•

Procure 3-5 apples of different color (locally sourced if possible)

Preparation:
•

Pre-core apples (optional)

Procedure:
•

Identify the different colors of each apple with the class, revealing
each one at a time

•

Ask the children if they think each apple will taste the same or not

•

Core apples in front of class and then hand out a small sample of
each color

•

Encourage the children to describe what they’re experiencing
(sour, sweet, bitter, etc.)

•

Take a vote on their favorite

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Review and Chew:
•

Play the Talking Apple Game
•

The children gather and pass around an apple. The person with the apple gives the following information: their name and a healthy food they like to eat

•

Ask the children how they will feel if they eat healthy food and exercise everyday vs. if they eat too much
sometimes food

•

Thank the children and staff for participating!

Workshop Recipes:
Apple Chips
Ingredients:

4 Apples, medium sized
Procedure:
Preheat oven to 250 degrees
Slice apples, skins on, 1/8 of an inch thick
Lay on non-stick baking sheets lined with parchment
Bake for 1 hour or until they crisp up when removed from the heat
Store in a dry place in an airtight container
Enjoy Mindfully!
Note: Some ovens will cook differently. After 1
hour, try a test chip. Allow the chip at least 1
minute to cool and crisp up. If it is still chewy,
give them another 10 minutes and check again.

Workshop # 1
Session B:
Expectations & Local Apples

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Apples — Eck’s Orchard in South Williamsport, PA.

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Expectations & Procedures

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Social Studies

10-15 min

2. Local Fruit Farm Intro.

Cognitive, Language

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Farmer Says

Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
5-10 min
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies

Recipe Development Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Physical, Language, Social-emotional,
Cognitive, Mathematics, Social Studies

30 min

Activities

Stewed Apples

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will learn a new application for fresh apples, their nutritional significance, the concept of
eating locally, and the general expectations and procedures for upcoming workshop experiences.
Objective: The children will learn kitchen safety, cleanliness and etiquette standards; children will identify apples
as a healthy food for them to eat; children will learn about the concept of local food and about a local fruit farm

Discussion 1:
Expectations and Procedures
Suggested Material: A visual to refer to with the list of kid chef rules

•

Part 1: Safety Guidelines
Introduce Doctor Hands and importance of your washing hands for touching food!
• Explain to the class that we will be learning about healthy food together and that we will also get
the chance to help cook with healthy foods and eat healthy food
• Ask the class if they would like to help cook and eat healthy food
• Ask the class if they think it’s important to wash your hands before touching food, and why
• Explain we need to wash our hands before touching food so we don’t spread germs and get each
other sick
• Explain to the class that we call washed hands “doctor hands”
• Ask the class to say “doctor hands”
• Explain to the class that:
• Warm water + soap + 30 seconds of scrubbing = doctor hands!
• Optional: Sing “Happy Birthday To You!” song twice while pretending to wash hands
• Explain that once we have clean doctor hands, we can then help make food and eat food
• Ask the class to raise their hands if they are excited to cook healthy food together
• Explain to the class that cooking is a big, important job and that when we help cook we are being
“kid chefs”
• Ask the class to raise their hands if they want to be a kid chef with us
• Explain that there are a couple rules that kid chefs need to follow when helping cook
• List off your classrooms cooking rules (i.e. clean hands, no running, always listen to the
adult, no touching knives, etc.); refer to list of kid chef rules visual if prepared

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Discussion 1 (continued)...
Expectations and Procedures
Part 2: Etiquette
•

Explain that we will be making and tasting many different types of healthy, delicious foods together and
that some of these foods will be new to us
•

Ask the class if they think it’s okay/important to try new foods for the first time

•

Optional: Ask the class to raise their hand if they have ever tried a new food before; Let 1-2 children to share their new food experience

•

Give example of how you (or a friend) never tried XYZ before and you thought you didn’t like it
just because of the way it looked, smelled, etc. One day you decided to try it and you loved it!
Now it’s your favorite food!
•

•

Suggestion: use an example that the class can relate to; Be Enthusiastic!

Introduce the “Don’t Yuck My Yum!” Rule:
•

Ask the class what they think they should say if they try something and they really don’t like it
•

Let the class list off ideas, then explain that we say “Not for me!”

•

Ask the class to repeat “Not for me!” out loud together

•

Explain that we do not say “ew” or “yuck!” because it’s not polite and it might discourage someone next to them from trying the food and they might actually really like it!

•

Ask the class what they think we should say if they try something and they like it
•

•

Cover words/expressions such as “Yum!”, give a thumbs up, etc.

Ask the class to raise their hands if they are excited to try new
healthy foods together

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Discussion 2:
Local Food Introduction
Materials: Sign with local written on it; Visuals of the apple trees and of the local fruit farm being introducing
•

Before the edible experience takes place — Introduce the term local and the fruit farm the apples came from.
• Hold up a sign that has the word “local” on it.
• Say “local” out loud to the class, then ask the class to say “local” with you.
• Optional: Ask the class if they will help you spell the word local (point and say each letter slowly)
• Explain to the class that the word “local” means something near you
• Ask the class to name one thing near them in the classroom
• Ask the class to name one thing near where they live
• (i.e. park, river, road, church, school, grocery store)
• Explain to the class that we are going to be learning about, cooking with and eating local food.
• Ask the class what they think local food means
• Explain that local food is food that is grown or made near us/near home!
• Ask the class if they know who grows local food for us to eat and enjoy?
• Explain that farmers grow healthy, delicious food for us to eat called fruits and vegetables
• Say “fruits and vegetables!” out loud together as a class
• Explain that this week we are going to learn about a local fruit farm!
• Ask the class to say “Fruit Farm!” together out loud
• Ask if anyone has been to a fruit farm before (let children share experiences if appropriate)
• Explain that the apples we are taste testing this week are from a local fruit farm!
• Introduce the name of the local fruit farm, with a brief mini bio.
• Have the class repeat the name of the local fruit farm
• Ask the class if they think apples grow above or below the ground; Show picture if handy
• Ask the class if they think apples are a healthy food for us to eat
• Explain that apples have a thing called vitamin C inside of them.
• Ask the class to say “Vitamin C” out loud together
• Explain that when we eat an apple we swallow the vitamin C inside of the apple and it becomes a part of our body, helping keep us healthy and happy!
• Have the class say “Thank you!” to the local fruit farm for growing healthy apples for us
• Have the class say “Thank you kid chefs!” for helping making the healthy apple snack today

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)

Preparation: While waiting for apples to cool down or after eating apples , gather the class in a space with ample room to act out farmer says motions.
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be farmer _____ from the fruit farm you just learned about.

•

Have the class say “Hello farmer _______!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Act out various motions that a fruit farmer would carry out during apple season.

•

I.e. Farmer says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby apple seed
(pretend to plant a baby apple seed), cover the baby apple seed with soil (pretend to pat the ground),
give the baby apple seed sunshine (pretend to your arms are rays of sunshine), give the baby apple
seed some rain water (pretend to rain on your baby apple seed), pretend to be your baby apple seed
(bend down and make yourself very small), grow into a big apple tree (stand up tall with enthusiastic
and spread your arms as tree limbs), be the wind and shake your apple tree (wiggle your apple tree
arms), now be farmer ___ and their family and pick apples (pretend to pick apples and put them in a
bucket) put your buckets of apples in the back of the truck (pretend to lift buckets full of apples and
place inside of truck), drive your apples to the farmers market (pretend to drive your truck full of apples), sell your apples to your neighbor (pretend to sell your apples to someone), now take a big bite
of the apples you just helped grow and pick (pretend to take a big bite of a pretend apple!)

•

Once completing the farmer says motions, give everyone a round of applause.

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Recipe Development:
Materials:
1 large mixing bowl per group, 1 set f measuring spoons/cups per group, 1 grater per group, stirring spoons, Dixie cups
Ingredients: Refer to Stewed Apple Recipe
• Preparation: Demonstrate how to peel and slice apples
• Show the seeds and the construction of the apple, share some information
• Apples have existed for about 2 million years!
• Apples have 5 seed chambers called carpels (hand samples to each group)
• Have the class count to 5 with you out loud
• Encourage the class to smell the apples and to feel them as well
• Ask what they see, smell, feel, etc.
Procedure:
• Break the class into two main groups, 1 mixing bowl per group
• Introduce each ingredient by its name and list it’s health benefit
• Have the children take turns adding in each ingredient
• Cinnamon — 1 tsp (2x)
• Nutmeg — 3 “grates” (2x)
• Honey — 1 tbsp (2x)
• Water — 1/2 Cup (1x)
• Stir in the apples
• Microwave the mixture, hand out samples for all to enjoy

Review and Chew:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask class to raise their hand if they enjoyed making and tasting their healthy apple snack
Review main expectations and procedures mentioned in the beginning of the class

Ask the class to raise their hands if they think apples are a healthy fruit for us to eat
Ask class if they remember who grew the apples for us today
Have the class count to 3 and say “Thank you ____ Fruit Farm!”
Thank everyone for participating!

Workshop # 2
Session A:
Sweet Seckel Pears

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm
to Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits.
The Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Seckel Pears—Marshaleks’ Fruit Farm, in Montoursville, PA

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Slow Food

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Literacy,
Mathematics, The Arts
Cognitive, Language, Science and Technology

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Read— Too Many Pears

Cognitive, Literacy, Language

5-10 min

2. Play— Farmer Says

Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies

5-10 min

Edible Experience Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Scooped Pears

Cognitive, Language, Physical, Social-Emotional,
Science and Technology

10-15 min

2. Local Pears Breakdown

5-10 min

Activities

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will learn about locally grown pears, while learning the health benefits of eating slowly
Objective: The children will be able to identify pears as a healthy food option; the children will understand the
basics of how pears grow; the children will be introduced to the local fruit farm that grows pears; the children will
begin to understand the importance of eating and chewing food slowly

Discussion 1:
Slow Food
•

After reading Too Many Pears, introduce the importance of eating and chewing slowly
•
•
•
•
•

•

Ask the class why they think Pamela the cow got so sick
Ask the class if they ever ate too much food to fast, if so– how did they feel afterwards?
Explain how eating too much food will make you feel sick, regardless of whether your eating healthy
or unhealthy food.
Ask the class how they think I would feel if I ate healthy food slowly
Explain that chewing your food slowly allows you to taste your food more and it also helps you eat less
food so you don’t feel sick!

Pretend Play Activity:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask the class to turn to their neighbor and pretend hand them a pear
Instruct the class count to 3 together and pretend bite into their pretend pear very slowly
Instruct the class to chew their pear three times before pretend swallowing it, repeat twice
Instruct the class to rub their belly's and smile with a thumbs up afterwards
Give the class a round of applause!
Optional: Repeat same steps but this time have the class eat the pretend pears much faster and afterwards have them rub their belly’s expressing a frown face with a thumbs down.

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Discussion 2:
Local Pear Breakdown
•

What are pears? Pears are a small fruit that are very healthy, sweet and delicious for us to eat!

•

Is there more than one kind? There are all different types of pears of different color, size, shape and taste!
•

•

Why should we eat them? Pears are full of Vitamin C, which keeps us from getting sick!
•

•

Suggestion: Have pictures or real samples of different types of pears to pass around and explore with
the children; have them decide what color/shape/size/etc. each pear is.

Suggestion: Ask children if they have ever tried a pear before. Mark down on Taste testing chart who
has never tried a pear before for records

Where do they grow? Pears grow on a pear tree!
•

Suggestion: Show the class a picture of pears growing on a tree, as well as pear blossoms; Engage class
in discussion on what they think the blossoms do for the pear tree (be prepared to discuss pollination)

•

When can we eat them? In PA, pears are ready to be picked/harvested and eaten September—October

•

Who grew these for us? Marshalek’s Fruit Farm in Montoursville, PA

•

How do we eat them? SLOWLY! A lot of different fun ways [Transition into edible experience!]

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Too Many Pears!
Materials:

Too Many Pears by Jackie French and Bruce Whately

Preparation: Book is available at the J.V. Brown Library in downtown Williamsport
Procedure: Instruct the children to sit on the floor to read the book out loud; As you read, keep children engaged by using big expressions and asking children simple observation questions

Activity 2: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)

Preparation: After having the local food / fruit farm discussion, gather the class in a space with ample room to
act out farmer says motions.
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be farmer ________ from the fruit farm you just learned about.

•

Have the class say “Hello farmer _______!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Act out various motions that a fruit farmer would carry out during apple season.

•

I.e. Farmer says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby pear seed
(pretend to plant a baby pear seed), ….. grow into a big pear tree (stand up tall with enthusiastic and
spread your arms as tree limbs), be the wind and shake your pear tree (wiggle your pear tree arms),
now be farmer ___ and their family and harvest/pick pears (pretend to pick pears and put them in a
bucket) …. now take a big bite of the pears you just helped harvest (pretend to take a big bite of a pretend pear!)

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Edible Experience:
Materials:

Paring knife, cutting board or kitchen towel, Melon Baller or spoon with fine edges

Ingredients:

Seckel Pears

Preparation: Wash and dry pears
Procedure:
•
•
•
•

Leaving skin on, cut the pear in half, lengthwise.
Take the melon baller and place over the seeds in one half of pear.
With one scoop, scoop out the circle of seeds inside.
Next, place the melon baller underneath the stem on top of the pear. Scoop this part out, making a small dent
in the top of the pear.
• Just like that, the pear is ready to eat with no distractions and very little waste!
• Suggestion: Show the class how to do it and them assist them
with it

Discussion Point: Why eat a pear in its raw form?
• Nutritional Information for Raw Pears:
• Full of Vitamin C
• Packed with fiber
100 calories of delicious, nutritious juiciness!
• Good replacement for a dessert!

Review and Chew (slowly!):
•

Ask the class to raise their hands if they enjoyed the edible experience today

•

Review the Pear Breakdown discussion points

•

Thank everyone for participating and give a mini intro. to the following workshop experience.

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Taste Testing Record:
Featured Local Food: __________________________
Food Application/Recipe: _____________________________
Students Name:

Tried it:

Didn’t Try It:

Class helped with recipe: Yes__ No__

Liked It:

Loved It:

Not For Me:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
Total:

Total:

Total:

Total:

Total:

Workshop # 2
Session B:
Pears– Roll Ups & Soda!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm
to Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits.
The Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while
connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Seckel Pears—Marshaleks’ Fruit Farm, in Montoursville, PA

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Local Pear Review

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language

5-10 min

2. Kid Chef Review

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language

5-10 min

Recipe Development Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Ham, Cheese & Pear Rolls

Social-Emotional, Cognitive, Language,
Physical, Mathematics
Social-Emotional, Cognitive, Language,
Physical, Mathematics

10-15 min

Activities

2. Pear Soda

5-10 min

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will learn a new application for locally grown pears
Objective: The children will be able to identify pears as a healthy food option; the children will learn how to incorporate pears into their food and drinks

Discussion 1:
Local Pear Breakdown (Review)
•

What are pears? Pears are a small fruit that are very healthy, sweet and delicious for us to eat!

•

Is there more than one kind? There are all different types of pears of different color, size, shape and taste!

•

Why should we eat them? Pears are full of Vitamin C, which keeps us from getting sick!

•

Where do they grow? Pears grow on a pear tree!

•

When can we eat them? In PA, pears are ready to be picked/harvested and eaten September—October

•

Who grew these for us? Marshalek’s Fruit Farm in Montoursville, PA

•

How do we eat them? SLOWLY! A lot of different fun ways [transition into recipe development]

Discussion 1:
•

Kid Chef Review:
•

Ask who wants to be a kid chef today

•

Inform the class that today we are going to help make two different pear recipes

•

Ask the class they have doctor hands, if not have the children go wash their hands

•

Remind the class that:
•

They are to listen to the adults at their table

•

Don’t “Yuck my Yum!”

•

Polite Bite

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Roll Ups
Materials:
Napkins, plates, toothpicks
Ingredients:
• Ham
• Cheddar Cheese
• Pear
• Optional Condiments: Dijon Mustard, Honey
Preparation: Thinly slice all of the above listed ingredients
Procedure:
• Lay out one slice of ham, layer cheese and pear on top
• Add any condiments onto the pear
• Wrap the ham, just like a wrap, spiking with a toothpick to hold its shape
• Enjoy Mindfully!

Activity 2: Pear Soda
Materials:
Blender, plastic cups
Ingredients:
• 4 pears, pureed in blender
• 1 Tbsp Honey
• Plain Seltzer Water
• Fresh Lemon (optional)
Preparation: Puree pears in the blender
Procedure:
• Fill 12 oz. glass with ice
• Pour 1/2 cup of pear puree into glass
• Squeeze honey, if desired, and stir
• Top with seltzer water
• Top with fresh lemon

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Review and Chew:
•

Take a taste testing vote to see who liked what most, least, etc.
•

Suggestion: Using the provided taste testing sheet, ask the children one at a time the listed questions

•

Briefly review the Pear Breakdown with the class, seeing what they remember

•

Ask the class to help clean up their plates/cups

•

Thank everyone for their participation!

Workshop # 3
Session A:
Eat the Rainbow!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm
to Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits.
The Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while
connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Carrots and Yellow Wax Beans—Walnut Run Farm in South Williamsport, PA

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Eat the Rainbow / 5 Colors a Day

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Mathematics

5-10 min

2. Kid Chef Review

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Build An Edible Rainbow

Social-Emotional, Cognitive, Language,
Physical, Mathematics

5-10 min

Recipe Development Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

2. Build A Rainbow Salad

Social-Emotional, Cognitive, Language,
Physical, Mathematics

10-15 min

Activities

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will learn about the concepts of “eating the rainbow” and “5 Colors A Day!”
Objective: The children will be able to identify different colored fruits and vegetables; the children will learn how
to incorporate different colors into their meals; the children will learn how many different colors to eat everyday;

Discussion 1: Eat the Rainbow
•

Introduce the “Eat the Rainbow” Concept:
• Ask the class to help define the word “rainbow” with you
• Optional:
• Once defined, instruct the class to close their eyes and picture a rainbow
• Instruct the class to open their eyes, ask all/select children to name one color they saw
• Ask the class if they have ever heard of the phrase “Eating the Rainbow”
• Explain to the class that when we say that they should “eat the rainbow”, we really mean that
they should many different colors of healthy fruits and vegetables!
•
Use the plate=sky/food=rainbow metaphor
• Ask the children if they know how many different rainbow colors we should eat everyday
• Explain that we should eat at least 5 colors a day to be as healthy and strong as possible!
• Count to 5 out loud together and then instruct the class to say “5 Colors a Day!”

Discussion 1:
•

Kid Chef Review:
• Ask who wants to be a kid chef today
• Inform the class that today we are going to help make a rainbow salad!
• Ask the class they have doctor hands, if not have the children go wash their hands
• Remind the class that:
• They are to listen to the adults at their table
• Don’t “Yuck my Yum!”
• Polite Bite

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Rainbow Display
Materials: Edible Rainbow Display
Preparation: Use existing display
Procedure:
• Ask the class if they’d like to build an edible rainbow with you
• Show one color disc at a time
• Ask the class to identify the color
• Once identified correctly, ask the class to name healthy fruits and vegetables matching that color
• If available, attach the featured food items to the matching color disc
• Complete steps for all 5 colors, until rainbow is fully built

Activity 2: Rainbow Salad
Materials: Instruction cards for adults at each station, 5 Station identification cards with matching name/color,
cutting boards, knives, 1 large salad bowl, 5+ small bowls, box grater
Ingredients:
Green: 2-4 Heads of Romaine Lettuce, 1-2 Cucumbers (optional)
Red: 1 small container of Cherry Tomatoes, 1 bunch of Radishes (optional)
Orange: 1 Bunch of (locally sourced) Yellow Wax Beans
Yellow: 1 Bunch of (locally sourced) Carrots
Blue / Purple: 1/2 cup of raisins or blueberries
Optional: Have salad dressing / lemon wedges available for class to top salad with
Preparation: Set up stations with: instruction cards, appropriate portions of each ingredient for each station, and necessary culinary tools
Procedure: Break class into 4-5 groups, assign children to their appropriate color station, give children
matching color stickers, send children to their matching color station, allow adults 5-10 minutes to complete
their assigned stations instruct card

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Review and Chew:
•

As you combine each stations prepared ingredients, ask each station to say their assigned color and the name
of the healthy fruit/vegetable that they helped prepare for the rainbow salad

•

Combine all of the ingredients and dish out taste testing samples to the entire class
•

•

Offer a lemon or salad dressing for the class to top their salads with

Ask the class how many colors they should eat everyday
•

Instruct the class to count to 5 out loud together and say “Eat the Rainbow!”

•

Taste test the rainbow salad, express enthusiasm over the flavors with every bite!

•

Ask each child take a turn saying their favor thing they tried today

•

Dish out seconds and/or start cleaning up

•

Thank everyone for their participation!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Instruction Cards:
Your Stations Color: ________________

Featured Produce: ________________________________
Kid Chef Prepping Task: ____________________________________________________

Rainbow Salad Station Instructions:

•

Direct your groups attention to the featured produce

•

Ask the group if they can identify the featured produce, then introduce the name

•

Ask the group to identify the color of the produce

•

Ask the group if it’s a color on our edible rainbow that we just built together

•

Allow group to explore the featured produce with their senses

•

Collect the produce back

•

Ask the group if they’d like to be kid chefs today

•

Introduce what your group will be doing to the featured produce, then demonstrate it

•

Give each kid chef a prepping task, assist as needed

Workshop #3
Session B:
Bell Peppers— 5 Colors, 5 Ways!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Bell Peppers — Purchased from various stands at the Williamsport Growers’ Market

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Expectations & Procedures

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Social Studies

5 min

2. Colors and Your Body Intro.

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Colors and Your Body Game

Social—Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Mathematics,
Science and Technology, Social Studies, Physical, The Arts

10-20 min

Edible Experience Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Physical, Language, Social-emotional,
Cognitive, Mathematics, Science and Technology

20 min

Activities

5 Peppers — 5 Ways!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will be introduced to the health benefits associated with eating the rainbow; the children will
explore different colored bell peppers with their senses
Objective: The children will learn that each different color of food helps us grow healthy; the children will identify
the different colors, textures, smells, and taste of locally grown bell peppers

Discussion 1:
Expectations and Procedures
•

•

Doctor’s Hands
• Inform the class that we will be exploring 5 different types of bell peppers together
• Ask the class what we need to do before we touch food
• Instruct the class in small groups to the sink to wash their hands
• Once hands are washed, instruct the children to sit in their seats at their respective table
Remind the class: to listen well, keep their hands to themselves, the polite bite rule, and not to “yuck!”
anyone's “yum!”

Discussion 2:
Colors and Your Body
•

Before introducing colors and how they help your body, review the Build an Edible Rainbow display
•

Go through each color, count to 5 out loud

•

Introduce the idea of how eating different colored foods helps keep our bodies healthy and strong

•

Referring to the colors on the Build an Edible Rainbow display, briefly list off 1-2 health benefits associated with each color
•

Directing the classes attention to a specific color, instruct the class to say the key phrases associated with each color/health benefit; instruct the class to act out the movement associated to each
color/health benefit

•

See attached sheets for colors/health benefits list and movements list

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Colors and Your Body
Materials:
1 large blank human body cut, 5 different color medium sized circles with colors matching the
Build an Edible Rainbow display, small-medium sized Velcro circles
Preparation: Attach 5 velcro ends to the appropriate parts of the body you will be discussing today, attach 5
the velcro tops to the 5 medium sized colored circles, draw a heart, brain, eyes, etc. on the human body cut out
so the class can identify necessary body parts with ease
Procedure:
• Explain to the class:
• That when we eat the rainbow everyday, our bodies grow stronger and stronger every day.
• Ask how many different colors of F/V we should eat everyday
• Count to 5 out loud together
• Introduce the Colors and Your Body Game
• Explain that each color of food helps our bodies grow stronger and healthier with each bite
• Ask the class if they’d like to play the Colors and Your Body game
• Hold up one color
•
Ask the class what color it is
• Ask if it’s a color on how healthy eating rainbow
• Pick 1-3 children to name a healthy F/V of that color
• Explain to the class that this color helps keep _______________ healthy and strong!
• After demonstrating, instruct the class to say/do the assigned phrase/assigned movement
• Have the class determine where that body part is on the human body cut out
• Ask one child to come up and attach the matching color to the matching body part
• Repeat until each color/body part has been matched

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Edible Experience:
Materials:
Dixie cups, plastic spoons, paper plates, napkins, 1 knife, 1 cutting board, 2 different colored strips
of paper for each participant (to hold up to signify “love it/like it!” or “not for me”)
Ingredients: 4-5 Bell peppers of each featured color (purple, orange, red, green, yellow), crackers, see attached
recipes for orange and yellow bell peppers recipe ingredients
Preparation: Refer to orange and yellow bell pepper recipes, slice enough purple peppers for each child to
have at least 2 samples, roast green pepper slices for reach child to have 2 samples
Procedure:
**Refer to Colors and Your Body attachment for information on what each color does for our body, as well as each colors assigned phrases/movements!
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Once hands are washed, instruct the class to sit at their seats at their respective tables
Explain that today we will be using our 5 senses to exploring 5 different colors of bell peppers, prepared 5
different ways!
• Count to 5 with the class
Go through each sense briefly with the children
• Introduce one sense at a time
• Instruct the class to repeat each senses name, while pointing to the
senses origin (mouth, eyes, hears, etc.)
Introduce a different colored bell pepper, one at a time
• Have the class determine the color of the pepper
• Referring to the human body cut out, explain the health benefit associated with eating this color
• Have the class repeat the phrase and movement associated with color
Hand out taste testing sample to each child to explore
• Ask them engaging sensory questions such as: do you think it’ll be crunchy, soft, hard, chewy,
spicy, sweet, etc.
Count to 5 and try it together—express enthusiasm over flavor!!
Ask the class to hold up one color strip of paper if they loved it/liked it and one if it wasn’t for them
Repeat until each different colored bell pepper has been introduced, along with it’s recipe and health information

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Workshop Recipes:
Muhammara
A classic Middle Eastern pepper dip
Ingredients:
4 Yellow Bell peppers, roasted
Vegetable or sunflower oil
1/2 Cup Walnuts
1/4 Cup lemon Juice or Red Wine Vinegar
1 tsp paprika
1 tbsp Honey
Salt and pepper

Roasted Orange Pepper Soup
Ingredients:
4 Cups vegetable or beef stock
5 Roasted Orange Peppers
1 tsp Paprika
3 Cloves garlic, minced
Salt and Pepper
Yogurt, approximately 1 cup

Dip Procedure:
To roast peppers—place peppers, whole in 500 degree
oven
Roast for 30 minutes, until skins are wrinkly. Remove
and let cool
Chop peppers into chunks, discard seeds and stems
In a blender, add peppers, walnuts, honey and spices
Add lemon juice or vinegar
Pulse blender to mix everything together
Set on low, constant speed and add olive oil until it is
pasty
Add salt, pepper or more spices to desired flavor
Enjoy Mindfully!
Soup Procedure:
Bring stock to a boil
Remove seeds and stems from peppers, chop and add to
stock
Add paprika, garlic, salt and pepper
Lower heat and let simmer for at least 10 minutes
Adjust seasoning to desired taste
Puree in a blender until smooth
Add yogurt, cream or milk to desired consistency
Enjoy Mindfully!

Review and Chew:
•

Engage the children in a class vote concerning the bell peppers

•

Ask the class how many different colors we should eat everyday

•

Review the colors, health benefits phrase and movements one more time

•

Thank everyone for their participation!

Workshop # 4
Session A:
Wonderful Winter Squash

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Winter Squash — Walnut Run Farm in South Williamsport, PA

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Winter Squash Breakdown

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Mathematics
Science and Technology

10-15 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Read— Mrs. McNosh and the
Great Big Squash by Sarah Weeks

Literacy, Language, Social—Emotional,
Science and Technology

5-10 min

2. Farmer Says

Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
5-10 min
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies
The Arts, Science and Technology, Physical, Cognitive,
10-20 min
Social-Emotional

Activities

3. Winter Squash Garland

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will be introduced to the wonderfully diverse world of locally grown winter squash
Objective: The children will be able to identify various locally grown winter squash varieties, while learning about
basics about how they grow, and the health benefits associated with eating winter squash.

Discussion 1:
Winter Squash Breakdown
•

What are winter squash? There are two main categories of squash—Winter Squash and Summer Squash.

•

All winter squashes belong to the cucurbit family (also home to cucumbers and zucchini).

•

•

•

•

Instruct the class to say “cucurbit” out loud together

•

Explain that squash have seeds inside of them, which makes them a fruit

Is there more than one kind? There are all different types of winter squash of all different colors, size, shapes
and taste!
•

Suggestion: Have pictures or real samples of different types of winter squash to pass around and explore with the children; have them explore what color/shape/size/etc. is.

•

Have Edible Rainbow display handy– go through each color and ask the children to raise their hand if
they think that there is a squash matching that color

Why should we eat them? They’re full of Vitamin A, which keeps our eyes & skin healthy!
•

Instruct the class to count to 3 with you and say “Hooray for Vitamin A!”

•

Suggestion: Ask children if they have ever tried squash before. Mark down on Taste testing chart who
has never tried squash before for records

Where do they grow? Winter squash grow on vine on the ground, like a pumpkin (which is a squash!)
•

Suggestion: Show the class a picture of pears growing on a tree, as well as pear blossoms; Engage class
in discussion on what they think the blossoms do for the pear tree (be prepared to discuss pollination)

•

When can we eat them? In PA, most winter squash are ready to be harvested in September—October

•

Who grew these for us? Walnut Run Farm, PA

•

How do we eat them? Every part of the plant can be eaten! Leaves, tender shoots and the fruit!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Book
Materials: Mrs. McNosh and the Great Big Squash by Sarah Weeks

Preparation:
workshop

Begin class with this book, as it will allow for a fun and easy transition into winter squash

Procedure:
•

Explain to the children that we’re going to read a book about a healthy fruit called Squash!

•

Ask the class to repeat the word “squash” with you

•

Read the book, being as interactive with the class as possible

Activity 2: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)
Preparation: After reading the suggested book, gather the class in a space with ample room to act out farmer
says motions.
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be Mrs. McNosh from the book you just read together.

•

Have the class say “Hello Mrs. McNosh!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Act out various motions that Mrs. McNosh would carry out in her squash garden.
•

I.e. Mrs. McNosh says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby
squash seed (pretend to plant a baby squash seed), ….. grow into a big vining squash plant
(stand up tall with enthusiam and wiggle your arms), now grow bigger, bigger, and bigger!,
Now pretend to be Mrs. McNosh and scoop out the squash seeds to make a house! …. Etc.

•

Act out farmer says as Farmer Lara from Walnut Run Farm– who grew the squash for the class to explore today

•

Once completing the farmer says motions, give everyone a round of applause.

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 3: Garland
Materials: 5 different types of winter squash, 90 winter squash cut outs (5 types x 18 children), coloring utensils,
garland string, hole puncher, other decorating supplies of choice
Preparation: Cut out appropriate amount of winter squash, pre- punch holes in each (or allow children to do so
during workshop activity), buy 5 different types of locally grown winter squash from select farmer or at local
farmers’ market
Procedure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Break the class up into manageable groups (4-6 children per group)
Instruct the children to sit at their assigned tables
Direct the classes attention to the table containing the winter squash
• Suggestion: Cover the squash and reveal one at a time to build anticipation and to focus attention
Reveal the winter squash one at a time, encouraging the children to describe the featured squash
Hand out the matching winter squash cut out for the class to decorate
Repeat these steps for all 5 winter squash varieties
Once all 5 winter squash cut outs are decorated, hand out garland strings
Help the children string their winter squash cut out
Instruct the class to help clean up

Review and Chew:
•

•

•

Review winter squash breakdown
• Healthy fruit for us to eat!
• Many different varieties
• Full of Vitamin A, which is great for our eyes and skin!
• How many different colors a day? Count to 5 out loud together
Optional: Pre-make a winter garland for the local farm that harvested
the winter squash,
• Remind the class of the farms name and the importance of local farms
• Ask the children to sign their names on their squash of choice
Thank everyone for their participation!

Workshop #4
Session B:
5 Roasted Winter Squash

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

5 different varieties of Winter Squash — Walnut Run Farm in South Williamsport, PA

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Winter Squash Review

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Social Studies

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Farmer Says

Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
5-10 min
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies

Edible Experience Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Social—Emotional, Physical, Language, Cognitive,
Science and Technology

30-40 min

Activities

5 Roasted Winter Squash

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will explore winter squash and see the differences while learning about flavor and senses

Objective: The students will be exposed to a diversity of winter squash and will be encouraged to fully explore
the different types will all of their senses, while being reminded of the fruit’s health benefits

Discussion 1:
Winter Squash Review
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Is winter squash a Fruit or Vegetable?
• Explain that winter squash are a fruit because they have seeds inside of them
Ask whether winter squash grow on, above, or below the ground
• Explain that winter squash grow on the ground on a vine, like a pumpkin
Ask what farm harvested the winter squash for us to enjoy
• Explain that a local farm called Walnut Run Farm grew and harvested the winter squash for us!
• Instruct the class say “Thank you Walnut Run Farm!” out loud together
Ask the class if they know why winter squash is so healthy
• Explain that Winter Squash are high in Vitamin A, which is great for our eyes and skin
• Have the class say “Hooray for Vitamin A!”
Ask if they think eating different colors of winter squash is healthy or not
Ask how many different colors we should eat everyday
• Count to 5 out loud together as a class
Ask if winter squash is all the same color and if they all taste the same
• Explain that there is a rainbow of color with winter squash and they all taste different and delicious!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)
Preparation:

Gather the class in a space with ample room to act out farmer says motions.

Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be Farmer Lara from the Walnut Run Farm

•

Have the class say “Hello Farmer Lara!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Act out various motions that Farmer Lara would carry out in her squash garden.
•

•

I.e. Farmer Lara says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby
squash seed (pretend to plant a baby squash seed), ….. grow into a big vining squash plant
(stand up tall with enthusiasm and wiggle your arms), now grow bigger, bigger, and bigger!,
Now pretend to be Farmer Lara and harvest the winter squash! …. Etc.

Once completing the farmer says motions, give everyone a round of applause.

Edible Experience:
Materials:
Napkins, plates, forks, spoons
Ingredients: 5 different types of locally grown winter squash
Preparation: Roast each squash until tender
Procedure:
• Instruct children to sit at their assigned seats at their respective tables
• Go through the following steps for each winter squash variety:
• Direct the children's attention to the featured winter squash
• Dish out samples of the selected roasted winter squash variety
• Ask the class to identify the featured winter squash variety
• Reveal the name if not known, instruct the class to repeat the name out loud together
• Engage the children in a sensory exploration of the roasted winter squash
• Describe the smell, texture, color, taste, etc.
• Fill out Senses Chart
• Repeat for all winter squash varieties

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Workshop Recipe:
Roasted Winter Squash
Ingredients:
5 varieties of locally grown winter squash
Lightly Salt & Pepper, for the nuttier,
savory varieties such as Spaghetti and
Hubbard squash
Light cinnamon / honey for sweeter varieties,
such as butternut and acorn
Procedure:
Roast squash in oven until tender.

Review and Chew:
•

Ask the children to raise their hands if they tried winter squash today
•

Give everyone a round of applause and “I tried it!” stickers (if available)

•

Ask the class if they think eating winter squash is healthy for us

•

Ask the class which Vitamin is inside of winter squash (A!)

•

•

Inform the class of the health benefits associated with Vitamin A

•

Instruct the class to say “Hooray for Vitamin A!”

Ask the class if there are more than one type of winter squash
•

•

Ask the class which local farm grew the winter squash for us
•

•

Pointing to each type, name off the varieties you featured with the class

Count to three and Say “Thank you Walnut Run Farm!” out loud together as a class

Thank everyone for their participation!

Workshop # 5
Session A:
It’s Pumpkin Time!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Pumpkins—Walnut Run Farm in South Williamsport, PA

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Local Pumpkin Breakdown

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Social Studies

5 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Pumpkin, Pumpkin
by Jeanne Titherington
2. Farmer Says

Literacy, Language, Social—Emotional,
Cognitive, Science and Technology
Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies
Cognitive, Science and Technology, Language,
Social—Emotional, Physical

5-10 min

Activities

3. Parts of a Pumpkin

5-10 min
15-20 min

Edible Experience Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Physical, Language, Social-emotional,

5-10 min

Pumpkin Seeds

Cognitive, Science and Technology

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will be introduced to different varieties of locally grown pumpkins and their health benefits

Objective: The children will explore several varieties of locally grown pumpkins with their senses, while learning
the different parts of a pumpkin; The children will have the opportunity to taste test different parts of a pumpkin

Discussion 1:
Pumpkin Breakdown
•

What are pumpkins? Pumpkins are a round, usually orange, fruit! They are related to winter squash

•

Is there more than one kind? There are all different types of pumpkins of all different colors, size, shapes and
taste!

•

•

Suggestion: Have pictures or real samples of different types of winter squash to pass around and explore with the children; have them explore what color/shape/size/etc. is.

•

Show children picture of worlds smallest/largest pumpkin!

Why should we eat them? Pumpkins are high in Vitamin C (Immunity strength) and Vitamin A (eyes and skin)
•

•

Suggestion: Ask children if they have ever tried pumpkin before. Mark down on Taste testing chart
who has never tried squash before for records

Where do they grow? Pumpkins grow on the ground on a vine, like winter squash!
•

Suggestion: Show the class a picture of pumpkins growing on the ground, as well as pumpkin blossoms; Engage class in discussion on what they think the blossoms do for the pumpkin plant (be prepared to discuss pollination)

•

When can we eat them? In PA, most pumpkins are ready to be harvested in September—October. Once
picked, they generally last a couple months if stored correctly.

•

Who grew these for us? Walnut Run Farm, PA

•

How do we eat them? The flowers, leaves, seeds and flesh of a pumpkin are all edible!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Book
Materials:

Pumpkin, Pumpkin by Jeanne Titherington

Preparation:

Before the Pumpkin Parts Activity, gather the class on the floor and read the suggested book

Procedure:
•

Once the class is gathered, introduce the book

•

Read the book to the class, being as interactive as possible

Activity 2: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)
Preparation: After having the local pumpkin discussion, gather the class in a space with ample room to act out
farmer says motions.
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be farmer ________ from the farm you just learned about.

•

Have the class say “Hello farmer _______!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Act out various motions that a fruit farmer would carry out during pumpkin season.

•

I.e. Farmer says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby pumpkin seed
(pretend to plant a baby pumpkin seed), ….. grow into a big pumpkin plant (stand up tall with enthusiam and spread your arms as pumpkin vines), be the wind and shake your pumpkin vines (wiggle
your arms), now be farmer ___ and their family and harvest/pick pumpkins (pretend to pick pumpkins and put them in a bucket) …. Pretend to have a HUGE pumpkin and ask for help putting it in
your pretend truck.. Pretend to drive your huge pumpkin to the farmers market/fair, etc...

•

Once completing the farmer says motions, give everyone a round of applause

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 3: Pumpkin Parts
Part 1:

Materials: 4-5 different varieties of locally grown pumpkins
Preparation:

Transition into this activity, after reading the book and playing farmer says

Procedure:
•

Introduce the different varieties of the featured locally grown pumpkins

•

Pass around one pumpkin at a time, allowing children to explore it

•

Reveal the pumpkins name

•

Engage the students in helping you describe the featured pumpkins

•

•

What color(s) do they see?

•

What does the pumpkin feel like?

•

Which is their favorite— Why?

Collect the pumpkins back, displaying on the table for the class to view
Part 2:

Materials: Pumpkin Parts display
Preparation: After showing children the different varieties of pumpkins, transition into the Pumpkin Parts
activity; Reference attached Pumpkin Parts sheet

Procedure:
•

Inform the class that today we’re going to be learning about 8 different parts of pumpkin

•

Introduce one part at a time— revealing it’s name, function and edibility
•

Suggestion: Pass around a select pumpkin, allow children to explore the featured part

•

Attach appropriate pumpkin part to the pumpkin part display poster

•

Repeat until pumpkin parts display is completed

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Edible Experience:
Materials:

20+ plates and/or napkins, containers for different flavored pumpkin seeds

Ingredients:

Refer to attached pumpkin seed recipes

Preparation: Refer to attached pumpkin seed recipes
Procedure:
•

•

After constructing the pumpkin parts display, inform the class that we will now taste test a part of pumpkin
• Show the class the seeds and see if they can identify which part of the pumpkin it is
Introduce the health benefits of eating pumpkin seeds (Vitamin E— great for your skin)
Pass out samples for the children to explore with their senses

•

Count to 3 and taste test together

•

Hand out the samples of the other flavors if available

•

Review and Chew:
•

As the children are taste testing the seeds, ask them to describe what we’re sensing

•

Once each children has tried each seed flavor, take a class vote

•

Briefly review the pumpkin
breakdown information

•

Thank everyone for their
participation!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Workshop Recipes:
Olive Oil, Salt, and Pepper Pumpkin Seeds
Ingredients:
3 Cups pumpkin seeds
1 Tbsp olive oil
1 1/2 Tsp salt
1/4 Tsp black pepper
Cinnamon and Sugar Pumpkin Seeds
Ingredients:
3 Cups pumpkin seeds
2 Tbsp butter, melted
1/4 Tsp salt (coarse)
1 Tbsp granulated sugar
1 Tbsp cinnamon
1/4 Tsp nutmeg
Salted Coconut and Nutmeg Pumpkin Seeds
Ingredients:
3 Cups pumpkin seeds
1 Tbsp coconut oil, melted
1 Tbsp coconut manna (coconut puree)
1 Tsp salt (coarse)
1/4 Tsp black pepper
1/4 Tsp nutmeg

Procedure (for all 3 recipes listed):
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
Separate the seeds from the pulp as much as you can
In a bowl, mix the seeds with the seasonings and oils
Spread the seeds onto a greased cookie sheet or line with foil
Make sure seeds are spread out into one thin, even layer
Bake for about 1 hour, tossing seeds every 20 minutes
They’re done when they are slightly brown and crispy
Let the seeds cool completely and store in airtight container
Enjoy Mindfully!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Pumpkin Parts:
1. Stem: point to the stem. Explain that the stem is located on top of the pumpkin. It’s often called the
pumpkins handle because you can often lift the pumpkin by it. During the summer, when the pumpkin
is still growing, the stem is still attached to the vine! But during the fall, the pumpkin gets harvested/
picked off the vine and this is what is left.
2. Leaves: Explain that the leaves of the pumpkin absorb energy from the sun for the plant and fruit to
grow. Instruct the class to act out reaching for the sun like a pumpkin leaf. Explain that leaves are located on the vine, further away from the stem (show picture).
3. Tendril: Ask the class to repeat the word out loud together. Explain that tendril are thin, hair-like parts
of a pumpkin. Tendril are on the vine and they are green. They twist around other plants and objects
on the ground to help protect the pumpkin.
4. Skin: Point to the skin of the pumpkin. Explain that the skin is the orange, shinny, very thin part of the
pumpkin that helps protect it– just like our skin helps protect us! You can eat it, but it doesn’t taste very
good.
5. Ribs: Point to the ribs on two pumpkins (one with shallow ribs and one with very deep ribs). Allow the
class to explore the ribs with their senses and make comparisons.
6. Pulp: Show the class the pulp of a real pumpkin. Allow them time to explore it with their senses. Explain
that the pulp is somethings referred to as the “meat” of the pumpkin. Explain that this part of the
pumpkin is very, very delicious to eat! You can make pumpkin pies, muffins and soups from this part.
7. Brains: Attach the brains to the poster. Then point to the brains on a real pumpkin. Allow the children
time to explore the brains. Explain that the brains are really fibrous strands with seeds attached to
them inside of the pumpkin.
8. Seeds: Explain that pumpkins have hundreds of seeds inside of them! Inform the class that the seeds
are a very healthy and delicious snack we can eat. Let the class touch the seeds inside of the pumpkin.
Encourage the class to describe what their sensing.

Workshop # 5
Session B:
Pumpkin Decorating Day!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Pumpkins — Tebb’s Market Stand

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Pumpkin Review

Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Social Studies

5 min

Activities
Activity
1. Farmer Says

Head Start Curriculum Connection
Time
Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
5-10 min
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies

Intergenerational Activity
• Pumpkin Decorating

Head Start Curriculum Connection
Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies

Time
30-40 min

Edible Experience Activity
• Pumpkin Treat

Head Start Curriculum Connection
Social-Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Social Studies

Time
5-10 min

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Discussion 1:
Pumpkin Breakdown
•

What are pumpkins? Pumpkins are a round, usually orange, fruit! They are related to winter squash

•

Is there more than one kind? There are all different types of pumpkins of all different colors, size, shapes and
taste!

•

•

Suggestion: Have pictures or real samples of different types of winter squash to pass around and explore with the children; have them explore what color/shape/size/etc. is.

•

Show children picture of worlds smallest/largest pumpkin!

Why should we eat them? Pumpkins are high in Vitamin C (Immunity strength) and Vitamin A (eyes and skin)
•

•

Suggestion: Ask children if they have ever tried pumpkin before. Mark down on Taste testing chart
who has never tried squash before for records

Where do they grow? Pumpkins grow on the ground on a vine, like winter squash!
•

Suggestion: Show the class a picture of pumpkins growing on the ground, as well as pumpkin blossoms; Engage class in discussion on what they think the blossoms do for the pumpkin plant (be prepared to discuss pollination)

•

When can we eat them? In PA, most pumpkins are ready to be harvested in September—October. Once
picked, they generally last a couple months if stored correctly.

•

Who grew these for us? Walnut Run Farm, PA

•

How do we eat them? The flowers, leaves, seeds and flesh of a pumpkin are all edible!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)
Preparation: After having the local pumpkin discussion, gather the class in a space with ample room to act out
farmer says motions.
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be farmer ________ from the farm you just learned about.

•

Have the class say “Hello farmer _______!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Act out various motions that a fruit farmer would carry out during pumpkin season.

•

I.e. Farmer says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby pumpkin seed
(pretend to plant a baby pumpkin seed), ….. grow into a big pumpkin plant (stand up tall with enthusiasm and spread your arms as pumpkin vines), be the wind and shake your pumpkin vines (wiggle
your arms)… etc.

•

Once completing the farmer says motions, give everyone a round of applause

Activity 2: Pumpkin Decorating
Materials: 25 small pumpkins, paint, markers, and other decorating supplies of choice, examples of pumpkin
faces, napkins
Preparation:
activity

After reviewing pumpkins and introducing intergenerational guest, transition into the decorating

Procedure:
•

Instruct the children to sit at their assigned seats at their respective tables

•

Introduce the decorating activity and the decorating materials on their tables

•

Ask the class what they think is inside of the pumpkins, review pumpkin parts poster if appropriate

•

Show the class examples of faces they can make on their pumpkins

•

Encourage the children and intergenerational guest to work together in creating their pumpkins!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Edible Experience:
This edible experience is optional. It is suggested that you coordinate with the intergenerational guest ahead
of time to find out dietary restrictions as well as pumpkin recipes they prefer. Featuring a recipe of choice
from the intergenerational guest will open up the opportunity for the guest to share their memory with the
recipe.

Review and Chew:
•

Once the class is done decorating their pumpkins, clean up

•

Gather everyone in a circle and have each child stand up and say their name, the name of their pumpkin
and the colors/materials they used to decorate

•

Give each participant a round of applause before calling up the next participant.

•

Repeat until each participant has introduced themselves and their pumpkins

•

If appropriate, have the intergeneration guest introduce the edible experience snack of the day and the
memory attached to it

•

Thank everyone for participating!

Workshop # 6
Session A:
Broccoli Crowns for All!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Broccoli — Williamsport Growers’ Market

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Broccoli Breakdown

Social—Emotional, Cognitive, Language,
Science and Technology

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Farmer Says (Optional)

Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies

5-10 min

Edible Experience Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Social—Emotional, Cognitive, Mathematics

20-30 min

Activities

Raw Broccoli + Healthy Dip

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will be introduced to locally grown broccoli, it’s anatomy and health benefits

Objective: The children will identify broccoli as a healthy vegetable that grows locally, while learning the different
parts of the broccoli plant; The children will be given the opportunity to taste test raw locally grown broccoli

Discussion 1:
Broccoli Breakdown
•

What is broccoli ? Broccoli is an edible green plant in the cabbage family whose large, flowering head is eaten
as a vegetable

•

Is there more than one kind? There are all different types of broccoli. Broccoli plants can be different shapes,
sizes, and colors
•

Suggestion: Have pictures or real samples of different types of broccoli (regular, purple, raab) to pass
around and explore with the children; have them explore what color/shape/size/etc. is.

•

Show children picture of worlds smallest/largest pumpkin!

•

Why should we eat it?

•

Broccoli is high in Vitamin C (Immunity strength), Vitamin K (essential for blood clotting), fiber ( promotes
healthy digestion) and much more!
•

•

Suggestion: Ask children if they have ever tried broccoli before. Mark down on Taste testing chart who
has never tried squash before for records

Where do they grow? Broccoli grows on a plant that grows up from the ground.
•

Suggestion: Show the class a picture of broccoli growing on the ground.

•

When can we eat them? Broccoli can be planted and harvested in the spring and fall in PA

•

Who grew these for us? A local farm named _____________________

•

How do we eat them? Broccoli leaves, stems, trunks and crowns are all edible and nutritious!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Broccoli Crowns
Materials: Broccoli crowns (1 per child/adult), decoration for crowns, Prince Broccoli Display
Preparation: Cut out enough crowns for everyone ahead of time, proportion out all the decorations, decorate
one for reference
Procedure:
•
•

•
•

Instruct everyone to sit at their seats at their respective tables
Direct everyone’s attention to Prince Broccoli display
• Go through each part of the broccoli plant
• Instruct the class to repeat each name after you say it
• Mention the role of each part and if it’s edible
• End on the crown, so it is easier to transition into
Explain that broccoli has a crown and today we’re going to make our own crowns!
Show the class the display crown to give them ideas

Activity 2: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)
Preparation: After having the broccoli discussion, gather the class in a space with ample room to act out
farmer says motions
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be farmer ________ from the farm you just learned about.

•

Have the class say “Hello farmer _______!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Act out various motions that a fruit farmer would carry out during pumpkin season.

•

I.e. Farmer says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby broccoli seed
(pretend to plant a baby broccoli seed), grow into a big broccoli plant… etc.

•

Once completing the farmer says motions, give everyone a round of applause

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Edible Experience:
Materials:

Napkins, plates, two different colored strips of paper for voting

Ingredients:

Raw locally grown broccoli

Preparation: Chop broccoli crown into individual pieces for children to enjoy, wash before serving
Procedure:
•

Instruct the class to sit at their assigned seats at their respective tables

•

Inform the class that we will be taste testing raw broccoli florets
•

Explain what part florets are, showing real example / refer back to the Prince Broccoli Display

•

Hand out samples of florets to each group, along with healthy dip if available

•

Remind the class which farm this came from
•

•

Instruct the class to say “Thank You Farmer ___!” out loud together

Count to 3 together as a group and taste test

Review and Chew:
•

Give everyone a round of applause for make their own awesome
broccoli crowns

•

Allow class to show their crowns off (before, after or while taste
testing food)

•

Review the broccoli breakdown / anatomy

•

Ask what color broccoli is and if it’s a color on our healthy eating
rainbow

•

Ask how many colors we should each everyday
•

Count to 5 out loud together as a class

•

Take a taste testing vote—mark down on sheet

•

Thank everyone for their participation

Workshop # 6
Session B:
Broccoli Pasta Salad

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Broccoli — Williamsport Growers’ Market

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Broccoli Review

Social—Emotional, Cognitive, Language,
Science and Technology

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Farmer Says

Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
5-10 min
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies

Recipe Development Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Physical, Language, Social-emotional,
Cognitive, Mathematics, Social Studies

30 min

Activities

Broccoli Pasta Salad
with Homemade Dressing

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will learn a new hands on application for broccoli

Objective: The children will identify broccoli as a healthy food option, while helping prepare a healthy recipe using locally grown broccoli for all to enjoy

Discussion 1:
Broccoli Breakdown
•

What is broccoli ? Broccoli is an edible green plant in the cabbage family whose large, flowering head is eaten
as a vegetable

•

Is there more than one kind? There are all different types of broccoli. Broccoli plants can be different shapes,
sizes, and colors
•

Suggestion: Have pictures or real samples of different types of broccoli (regular, purple, raab) to pass
around and explore with the children; have them explore what color/shape/size/etc. is.

•

Show children picture of worlds smallest/largest pumpkin!

•

Why should we eat it?

•

Broccoli is high in Vitamin C (Immunity strength), Vitamin K (essential for blood clotting), fiber ( promotes
healthy digestion) and much more!
•

•

Suggestion: Ask children if they have ever tried broccoli before. Mark down on Taste testing chart who
has never tried squash before for records

Where do they grow? Broccoli grows on a plant that grows up from the ground.
•

Suggestion: Show the class a picture of broccoli growing on the ground.

•

When can we eat them? Broccoli can be planted and harvested in the spring and fall in PA

•

Who grew these for us? A local farm named _____________________

•

How do we eat them? Broccoli leaves, stems, trunks and crowns are all edible and nutritious!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)
Preparation: After having the broccoli discussion, gather the class in a space with ample room to act out
farmer says motions
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be farmer ________ from the farm you just learned about.

•

Have the class say “Hello farmer _______!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Suggestion: Now that the students are comfortable with farmer says, allow the class to help pick the
motions to act out
•

Act out various motions that a fruit farmer would carry out during pumpkin season.

•

I.e. Farmer says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby broccoli
seed (pretend to plant a baby broccoli seed), grow into a big broccoli plant… etc.

•

Once completing the farmer says motions, give everyone a round of applause

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 2: Pasta Salad
Materials: Bowls, plastic forks, recipe ingredients, 3 mixing bowls, 3 mixing spoons, measuring utensils, 3 containers with lids

Preparation: Precook pasta noodles, set up tables with necessary culinary tools, proportion ingredients into
bowls at each table, instruct the class to wash their hands
Procedure:
Part 1: Italian Dressing
•

Instruct the class to sit at their assigned seats at their respective tables

•

Explain to the class that today we will be helping make broccoli salad
•

•

Inform the class that as kid chefs we will first be helping prepare an Italian dressing
•

•

Ask the children to raise their hands if broccoli is a healthy vegetable

Introduce each ingredient to the class and very brief health benefits, if appropriate

Making the dressing, have the adult hold on to the dressing jar while the students add the following ingredients (one per child)
•

Oil, vinegar, parsley, lemon juice (into bowl, then strain seeds), garlic powder, basil, salt and pepper

•

Instruct the adults to seal the lid onto the jars

•

Ask how many colors we’re suppose to eat everyday
•

Count to 5 out loud together
as a class

•

Instruct each student to shake the
Italian dressing jar 5 times each

•

Set dressing aside

•

Introduce the broccoli pasta salad

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Pasta Salad
Part 2: Broccoli Salad
•

Inform the class that now we will make our broccoli pasta salad

•

Let the adults know that the children will get to add the ingredients one at a time (one per child)
•

Rotini pasta (already cooked)

•

Dressing (from what was just made)

•

Bell pepper (already chopped)

•

Red onion (already chopped)

•

Cup of broccoli, steamed (already steamed)

•

Stir all the ingredients around, allowing each child to stir 3 times each

•

Hand out samples for each child to taste test

Review and Chew:
•

Take a vote to see what the class thinks of the recipe
•

Encourage a mindful discussion about what the children are sensing within the recipe

•

Briefly review the broccoli breakdown

•

Hand out seconds if appropriate

•

Instruct the class to help clean up

•

Thank everyone for their participation!

Workshop # 7
Session A:
Cauliflowers Colorful Side!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Cauliflower — Williamsport Growers’ Market

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Cauliflower Breakdown

Social—Emotional, Cognitive, Language,
Science and Technology

5-10 min

Social—Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Mathematics

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Farmer Says (Optional)

Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
5-10 min
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies

Recipe Development Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Physical, Language, Social-emotional,
Cognitive, Mathematics, Social Studies

20 min

2. Eat the Rainbow/
Cauliflower Reveal

Activities

Raw Cauliflower
And Healthy Dip

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will be introduced to the many different colors of cauliflower, while learning the health benefits associated with eating the rainbow everyday!
Objective: The children will review the concept of eating the rainbow everyday; the children will learn that cauliflower is a healthy vegetable that can be many different colors!

Discussion 1:
Cauliflower Breakdown
•

What is Cauliflower? A plant related to cabbage that bears a round, typically white flower head for us to eat
•

Explain that cauliflower do not have seeds inside of them, making them vegetables

•

Explain that the white part that we eat is actually the flower of the plant, hence the name!

•

Is there more than one kind? There are all different types of cauliflower— especially different colors!

•

Why should we eat them? They’re full of Vitamin C, which keeps us from getting sick!
•

•

Suggestion: Ask children if they have ever tried cauliflower before. Mark down on Taste testing chart
who has never tried squash before for records

Where do they grow? Like broccoli, cauliflower grows on the ground. The flower grows in the middle of main
the leaves
•

Suggestion: Show the class a picture of a cauliflower plant growing

•

When can we eat them? In PA, cauliflower is ready to be harvested in fall

•

Who grew these for us? A local farm called ______________ grew the cauliflower for us to enjoy!

•

How do we eat them? Cauliflower can be roasted, boiled, fried, steamed, or eaten raw! When cooking, the
outer leaves and thick stalks are removed, leaving only the whorls. The leaves are also edible but are most
often discarded.

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Discussion 2:
Eat the Rainbow (Review)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have the Edible Rainbow display on hand
Go through each color and ask the children to raise their hand if they think that there is a cauliflower matching that color
Once you get their responses, direct their attention to the table with the covered* colorful cauliflowers
Reference a color on display, drum roll, reveal matching cauliflower color
Complete steps for all colors, until cauliflower colors are all revealed and rainbow is fully built
Instruct the class to count to 5 out loud together, pointing to a different color with each number
Instruct the class to say “5 Colors a Day!”

Activity 1: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)
Preparation: After having the cauliflower discussion, gather the class in a space with ample room to act out
farmer says motions
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be farmer ________ from the farm you just learned about.

•

Have the class say “Hello farmer _______!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Suggestion: Now that the students are comfortable with farmer says, allow the class to help pick the
motions to act out
•

Act out various motions that a farmer would carry out during harvesting.

•

I.e. Farmer says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby cauliflower seed (pretend to plant a baby cauliflower seed), grow into a big cauliflower plant…
etc.

•

Once completing the farmer says motions, give everyone a round of applause

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 2:
Materials:
Multiple containers to hold different colored cauliflower in, sheet to cover the different colors of
cauliflower, Eat the Rainbow display, plates, napkins
Ingredients:

several different colors of raw cauliflower, healthy dip

Preparation: Cut raw cauliflower head into individual whorls, hand out enough napkins and plates to each table
Procedure:
• Hold up one color of cauliflower at a time
• Ask the class to name the color and to state whether it’s a color on our healthy eating rainbow or not
• Hand out samples of the matching color to the class
• Hand out containers with healthy dip with spoons for class to add to their plates if they choose
• Count to 3 as a class and taste test the featured color of cauliflower
• Repeat for all colors

Review and Chew:
•
•
•
•
•

Ask children which color of cauliflower was their favorite
Fill out taste testing chart
Thank the farmers out loud again for growing the food for us to enjoy
Instruct the class to clean up their spots
Thank everyone for their participation!

Workshop # 7
Session B:
Rainbow Cauliflower Salad

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Cauliflower — Williamsport Growers’ Market

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Cauliflower Review
2. Colors and Your Body Review

Social—Emotional, Cognitive, Language,
Social– Emotional, Cognitive, Language
Science and Technology

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Colors and Your Body Game

Social—Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Mathematics,
Science and Technology, Social Studies, Physical, The Arts

10-20 min

Recipe Development Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Physical, Language, Social-emotional,
Cognitive, Mathematics, Social Studies

30 min

5-10 min

Activities

Rainbow Cauliflower Salad

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will learn the health benefits of eating a rainbow of cauliflower

Objective: The children will review eating the rainbow concepts, while taste testing and exploring different colored cauliflower grown by a local farm.

Discussion 1:
Cauliflower Breakdown
•

What is Cauliflower? A plant related to cabbage that bears a round, typically white flower head for us to eat
•

Explain that cauliflower do not have seeds inside of them, making them vegetables

•

Explain that the white part that we eat is actually the flower of the plant, hence the name!

•

Is there more than one kind? There are all different types of cauliflower— especially different colors!

•

Why should we eat them? They’re full of Vitamin C, which keeps us from getting sick!
•

•

Suggestion: Ask children if they have ever tried cauliflower before. Mark down on Taste testing chart
who has never tried squash before for records

Where do they grow? Like broccoli, cauliflower grows on the ground. The flower grows in the middle of main
the leaves
•

Suggestion: Show the class a picture of a cauliflower plant growing

•

When can we eat them? In PA, cauliflower is ready to be harvested in fall

•

Who grew these for us? A local farm called ______________ grew the cauliflower for us to enjoy!

•

How do we eat them? Cauliflower can be roasted, boiled, fried, steamed, or eaten raw! When cooking, the
outer leaves and thick stalks are removed, leaving only the whorls. The leaves are also edible but are most
often discarded.

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Discussion 2:
Colors and Your Body (Review)
•

Re-Introduce the idea of how eating different colored foods helps keep our bodies healthy and strong

•

Referring to the colors on the Build an Edible Rainbow display, briefly list off 1-2 health benefits associated with each color
•

Directing the classes attention to a specific color, instruct the class to say the key phrases associated with each color/health benefit; instruct the class to act out the movement associated to each
color/health benefit

•

See attached sheets for colors/health benefits list and movements list

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Colors and Your Body
Materials:
1 large blank human body cut, 5 different color medium sized circles with colors matching the
Build an Edible Rainbow display, small-medium sized Velcro circles

Preparation: Attach 5 velcro ends to the appropriate parts of the body you will be discussing today, attach 5
the velcro tops to the 5 medium sized colored circles, draw a heart, brain, eyes, etc. on the human body cut out
so the class can identify necessary body parts with ease

Procedure:
•

Explain to the class:
•

•

Ask how many different colors of F/V we should eat everyday
•

•

•

•

Hold up one color

•

Ask the class what color it is

•

Ask if it’s a color on how healthy eating rainbow

•

Pick 1-3 children to name a healthy F/V of that color

Explain to the class that this color helps keep _______________ healthy and strong!
After demonstrating, instruct the class to say/do the assigned phrase/assigned movement

Have the class determine where that body part is on the human body cut out
•

•

Explain that each color of food helps our bodies grow stronger and healthier with each bite

Ask the class if they’d like to play the Colors and Your Body game

•
•

Count to 5 out loud together

Introduce the Colors and Your Body Game
•

•

That when we eat the rainbow everyday, our bodies grow stronger and stronger every day.

Ask one child to come up and attach the matching color to the matching body part

Repeat until each color/body part has been matched

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Workshop Recipe:
Materials:
Bowls, forks/spoons, mixing bowls, large spoons for mixing, measuring cups
Ingredients: See attached Recipe
Preparation: Hand out kits of ingredients to each table, chop and cook necessary ingredients
Procedure:
• Instruct the children to sit at their assigned seats at their respective tables
• Instruct adults to hand out each ingredient one at a time, allowing the children to add in ingredients in the
large mixing bowl
• Each ingredient will be shown whole but will already be chopped/cooked
• Spend a few minutes focusing on the color
of the ingredient and the benefits
• Red Quinoa
• Explain that it’s a complete
protein, just like steak or
chicken!
• Roasted Cauliflower
• Green—Healthy eyes!
• Orange—keeps you from
getting colds!
• Purple— improves memory!
• White—keeps your heart
healthy!
• Yellow Raisins
• Explain that it benefits people with allergies, acting a medicine to help make you feel better!
• Purple Onion
• Explain that it contains lots of Vitamin C!
• Instruct each child to help stir the mixture
• Pour the dressing over the salad
• Mix thoroughly
• Explain to the class that the healthy home made dressing has lemon juice, olive oil, parmesan cheese
and spices
• Optional: Hand each table a small bowl of blue tortilla chips to eat with their cauliflower salad
• While the children enjoy the salad, ask them to count how many colors they see

Workshop # 8
Session A:
Root, Root, Hooray!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Variety of locally grown root vegetables — Williamsport Growers’ Market

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Root Vegetable Breakdown

Social—Emotional, Science and Technology,
Cognitive
Social—Emotional, Science and Technology,
Cognitive, The Arts, Mathematics

5-10 min

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Up, Down, and Around
by Katherine Ayres
2. Farmer Says

Social—Emotional, Cognitive, Literacy,
Language, Science and Technology
Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,

5-10 min

2. Role of a Root

5-10 min

Activities

5-10 min

Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies
Edible Experience Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Physical, Language, Social-emotional,
Cognitive, Mathematics, Social Studies

20 min

Root Vegetable

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children will be introduced to a variety of locally grown root vegetables
Objective: The children will be exposed different types of root vegetables and the farms that grew them; the children will be introduced to the main functions of roots and the benefits of eating root vegetables

Discussion 1:
Root Vegetable Breakdown
•

What are root vegetables? Root vegetables are healthy food that grows underneath our feet in the soil!
•

•

•

Is there more than one kind? There are all different types of root vegetables
•

List off examples, such as: carrots, onions, potatoes, beets, turnips, radishes, etc…

•

Show pictures of root vegetables growing in the ground

Why should we eat them? They’re full of healthy nutrients and vitamins!
•

•

Suggestion: Ask the class first if root vegetables grow above or below the ground

Suggestion: Ask children if they have ever tried a root vegetable before

Where do they grow? Under our feet in the soil!
•

Suggestion: Ask the class how a farmer or gardener might harvest a root vegetable, such as a carrot

•

When can we eat them? In PA, root vegetables are ready in the spring and fall

•

Who grew these for us? A local farm called ______________ grew the root vegetables for us to enjoy!

•

How do we eat them? You can some eat root vegetables raw, like carrots, onions, radishes and parsnips.
Some root vegetables you should to cook, like beets or potatoes and turnips. Many of these root vegetables
have leaves which are edible, healthy and delicious- especially beets!

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Discussion 2:
Role of a Root
•
•

Introduce to the class that roots have a very important roles/jobs that they do for a plant
Explain and act out the roles with enthusiasm, being as interactive as possible with the children
• Explain that roots do 3 main jobs:
• Suggestion: Instruct the class to count to three out loud together
• 1. Explain that root anchor the plants down so they do not blow away or get washed away
• Encourage the class act out being an anchor while being blown/rained on
• 2. Explain that roots act like straws, sipping up water and nutrients from the soil
• Encourage the class to act out sucking up water and nutrients from a straw
• 3. Explain that roots store energy for the plants
• Encourage the class to pretend to store energy
• Optional: Show pictures of root vegetables growing in the soil for fun, seeing if they children can
identify any; show pictures of both root vegetables and non-root vegetables to see if they can
differentiate.

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Book
Materials:

Up, Down and Around by Katherine Ayres

Preparation:

Gather the class in a circle on the floor

Procedure:
•

Introduce the featured book

•

Be as engaging and interactive as possible with the class

Activity 2: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)
Preparation: After having the root vegetable discussion, gather the class in a space with ample room to act
out farmer says motions
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be farmer ________ from the farm you just learned about.

•

Have the class say “Hello farmer _______!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Suggestion: Now that the students are comfortable with farmer says, allow the class to help pick the
motions to act out
•

Act out various motions that a farmer would carry out during harvesting root vegetables.

•

I.e. Farmer says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby carrot
seed (pretend to plant a baby carrot seed), grow down into the soil … etc.

•

Once completing the farmer says motions, give everyone a round of applause

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Edible Experience:
Materials:

Plates, napkins

Ingredients:

Raw root vegetables of choice

Preparation: Slice enough root vegetables for the class to enjoy
Procedure:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Direct the classes attention to the table with holding all of the root vegetables
Introduce the featured root vegetable

Encourage the children to help you in describing following of the featured root vegetable:
• Name
• Color
• Main health benefit
• Farm it came from
Hand out samples of the featured root vegetable, allowing the children a minute to explore it
Instruct the class to count to 3 out loud, saying “Root, root, hooray!” before taste testing the sample
Repeat above listed steps for all the featured root vegetables

Review and Chew:
•
•
•
•

Take a taste testing vote to see which the class
enjoyed the most and why
Review the 3 main jobs of a root
Review the different types of roots introduced
Thank everyone for their participation!

Workshop # 8
Session B:
Celebrating Our Local Harvest

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
The Fall Harvest program is a part of STEP, Inc.’s Farm to Head Start Initiative. Farm to
Head Start workshop lessons are a fun tool that can be used to expose children
and their families to healthy, locally grown produce and good eating habits. The
Fall Harvest workshops build on Head Start’s foundational elements, while connecting children and their families to their local food system and environment.

Local Harvest of the Week
•

Variety of locally grown fruits and vegetables— Williamsport Growers’ Market

Discussions
Topics

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Celebrating Our Local Harvest

Social-Emotional, Cognitive, Language, Social Studies

5-10 mins

Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

1. Farmer Says

Physical, Social-Emotional, Cognitive,
5-10 min
Language, The Arts, Science and Technology, Social Studies

Edible Experience Activity

Head Start Curriculum Connection

Time

•

Social—Emotional, Cognitive, Language,

30-40 min

Activities

3-5 seasonal recipes

Mathematics, Social Studies, Science and Technology

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Overview:
Goal: The children and their families will be introduced to different locally grown, healthy food recipes
Objective: The children and their families will be recognize different healthy fruits and vegetables that where
grown by local farming families.

Discussion 1: Opening
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Start off by thanking all of the families members for coming in today!
Explain to the children that today we will be trying various locally grown fruits and vegetables
Introduce the different foods featured that day, with a leg drum roll in between each produce
item
Ask different questions about each produce item
• Example: Does this fruit/vegetable grow up, down, or around the ground? What color is it?
Is it a healthy food option for us? Can we grow it ourselves? Etc.
Ask the children if they know who grows food for us
Explain that farmers around here grow delicious, healthy food for us to eat!
Ask the children where we can go to buy food from local farmers
Inform the parents and the children about your local farmers market at this time
Ask the class to say “Thank you farmers!” out loud with you, on the count of three
Transition now to
farmer says, using
the featured produce items and lo-

FALL HARVEST LESSONS
Activity 1: Farmer Says
Materials: No materials necessary– just enthusiasm :)
Preparation: After having the fruit and vegetable discussion, gather the class in a space with ample room to act
out farmer says motions
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we’re going to play a fun game called farmer says!

•

Instruct the class that XYZ is pretending to be farmer ________ from the farm you just learned about.

•

Have the class say “Hello farmer _______!”

•

Instruct the class to stand up and to listen very closely to what you have to say
•

Suggestion: Now that the students are comfortable with farmer says, allow the class to help pick the
motions to act out
•

Act out various motions that a farmer would carry out during harvesting root vegetables.

•

I.e. Farmer says: dig a hole in the soil (pretend to dig a hole in the soil), plant a baby carrot
seed (pretend to plant a baby carrot seed), grow down into the soil … etc.

•

Once completing the farmer says motions, give everyone a round of applause

Activity 2: Rotating Recipes
Materials:
The recipes you plan to feature, cups, napkins, plates, utensils; small table signs for each table
saying the featured farmers name, the produce item used, etc.
Preparation: Set up various tables featuring the recipes you have selected, ensure there are enough chairs
for all of the children and their accompanying family members
Procedure:
•

Explain to the class that we will be rotating through stations to taste different healthy, delicious recipes
made with local fruits and vegetables!

•

Review the kid chef rules at this time; have the class wash their hands and sit at their assigned seats

•

Begin rotating through the stations, allowing enough time for each child to have the opportunity to experience the recipes and to learn about the farmers who grew the main ingredient!

•

Once everyone has rotated through each station once, thank the farmers again out loud!

•

Thank everyone for participating and start cleaning up!

The Fall Harvest Workshop is a part of STEP Head Start’s
Farm to Head Start initiative.

